Perfect for home or office, the HP 10.1” Digital Photo Frame allows you to enjoy your favorite photos on a single stylish, easy-to-use frame. Featuring an all wood frame, the HP 10.1” Digital Photo Frame fits any home décor and makes it easy to keep your memories close at hand.

**Enjoy great picture quality**
Featuring an 800 x 480 resolution LCD screen, the HP 10.1” Digital Picture Frame displays high quality pictures that are bright, brilliant, and vibrant. Designed to match any home décor, the elegant wood and glass frame presents your pictures at the level of quality they deserve.

**Easily display your pictures**
The HP 10.1” Digital Picture Frame makes viewing pictures fun and effortless. It supports most common memory cards such as SD, XD, MS, MSPro and MMC. Simply remove the memory card from your digital camera, insert it into the frame and enjoy your pictures. You can even store up to 1250 of your favorite pictures to the built-in memory.

**Elegant and versatile design**
Featuring a dark espresso wood and glass frame and a double mat for a sophisticated look, the HP 10.1” Digital Picture Frame will match any home or office décor.

**Clock and calendar display**
The HP 10.1” Digital Picture Frame can display a monthly calendar and clock. The calendar features a slideshow of your pictures, making it perfect for office use.

**Programmable power on/off**
The HP 10.1” Digital Picture Frame provides the convenience of programming the frame to turn on and off at the times you choose. You can set the digital picture frame to display pictures when you are at home and turn it off when you’re away or asleep. With this useful function, users do not have to worry about excessive electricity consumption.

---

**Package contents**
- HP 10.1” Digital Picture Frame
- Dark espresso wood frame
- Double mat
- Remote control
- Quick start guide
- User manual
- Warranty

---

**Model#**
df1010p1

**UPC**
8 43967 01112 8

**Screen size**
10.1” diagonal

**Aspect ratio**
16:10

**Resolution**
800 x 480

**Memory card formats**
SD, XD, MS, MSPro, MMC

**File Format**
JPEG

**Internal Memory**
Up to 1250 Pictures

*For illustrative purposes only. Your results may vary.*